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Commentary throughout this Management Discussion & Analysis, unless otherwise stated, is
based on earnings from continuing operations and includes the impact of the IFRS leasing
standard (AASB 16).

1H FY2021 results summary
• For continuing operations:

While market conditions are
uncertain, solid progress has
been made to reset Boral’s
portfolio of businesses, deliver
better financial results and build
a stronger performing business.

• Revenue of $2,703m declined 9% on prior

Boral has set a $300m EBIT
Transformation target to
achieve ROFE > WACC
throughout the cycle.

• Statutory EPS of 13.2 cents (11.6 ¢ pcp)

corresponding period (pcp)
• EBIT1,2 of $215m decreased 8% on pcp
• EBIT1,2 margin of 8.0% (7.9% pcp)

For total operations:
• Statutory NPAT2 of $161m up 18%; and
underlying NPAT1,2 of $156m steady on pcp
• Underlying EPS1,2 of 12.7 cents (13.3 ¢ pcp)

No interim dividend as debt higher than target
• Operating cash flow of $391m up 65% on pcp
• ROFE1,3 of 7.7% (6.1% pcp)

Overview1
• Boral Australia – Revenue was down 8%

reflecting lower volumes and pricing, particularly
in NSW and Qld where major project work and
multi-residential activity declined. EBIT declined
20% to $128m due to lower revenue and reduced
Property earnings. Cost savings of $32m (net of
inflation) from Transformation programs were
delivered. Excluding Property earnings, EBIT
declined 15%.
• Boral North America – Revenue declined 3% to

US$801m. EBIT of US$73m was up 22%.
Excluding a profit on sale of assets of ~US$5m,
and prior year US$10m one-off costs, underlying
EBIT was broadly steady on lower revenue. As
production ramped up to meet strong demand,
Building Products delivered solid EBIT
improvements in the December quarter, offsetting
a softer September quarter and moderately lower
EBIT from Fly Ash throughout the period.
• USG Boral – On 27 October 2020, Boral

announced the sale of its 50% share of USG
Boral to Knauf. The transaction is expected to
close in FY21. Reported under discontinued
operations, Boral’s equity accounted post-tax
earnings from USG Boral was up 22% to $28m.
• Outlook – The strong housing demand in North

America is expected to continue. Market demand
in Australia remains uncertain especially in multiresidential and non-residential construction and in
the timing of major projects entering execution.
Refer to page 15 for further comments.

• Safety – Recordable injury frequency rate

(RIFR)4 of 7.7 broadly in line with FY19 and
FY20. Lost time injury frequency rate (LTIFR)4 of
1.7 is also broadly in line with last year’s 1.6.
• Responding to COVID-19 – The health and

wellbeing of our people remains a key priority
while maintaining safe supply to our customers
through the COVID-19 pandemic. Boral has
robust hygiene measures and safety protocols in
place to protect the health and wellbeing of our
people and customers. In North America where
community transmission is high, the business has
continued to experience labour shortages,
absenteeism and disruptions. Recruitment and
retention strategies remain a priority.
• Strategic priorities – In 1H FY21, a detailed

portfolio review was completed. Divestments of
Boral’s 50% interests in USG Boral and Meridian
Brick were announced and are expected to close
in FY21. In Australia, programs are underway to
improve the business and strengthen returns,
including centralisation of key functions and
pursuit of adjacent growth strategies. In North
America, business improvements have
commenced, a detailed review of Fly Ash
undertaken and plans to secure alternative fly
ash sources are being developed. We said we
would explore third-party interest in our North
American Building Products assets; we have
appointed advisors to support this value
assessment process.
• Transformation – Boral has set a target to

achieve $300m of EBIT Transformation initiatives
(net of inflation), to help deliver ROFE > WACC
throughout the cycle. In 1H FY21, ~$32m of net
Transformation benefits ($65m of cost savings
less $33m of inflation) were delivered.
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Group financial overview
A$m

1H FY21

1H FY20

Var %

– total operations basis

2,716

2,989

(9)

– continuing operations basis

2,703

2,960

(9)

– total operations basis

486

493

(1)

– continuing operations basis

446

473

(6)

– total operations basis

254

252

1

– continuing operations basis

215

234

(8)

ROFE1,3, %

7.7

6.1

Net interest

(58)

(61)

5

Tax1

(40)

(34)

(18)

– total operations basis

156

156

(0)

– continuing operations basis

118

137

(14)

Significant items (gross)

(2)

(24)

Tax on significant items

7

4

Statutory NPAT2

161

137

18

Cash flow from operating activities

391

237

65

Statutory EPS (cents)

13.2

11.6

Nil

9.5

Figures may not add due to rounding

Revenue
EBITDA1,2
EBIT1,2

NPAT1,2

Dividend (cents)

• For continuing operations, sales revenue of $2,703m was down 9% and EBIT1 of $215m was down 8%,

reflecting lower demand and pricing in Australia offset by an improved demand environment in North
America despite ongoing COVID impacts. Benefits from Transformation initiatives contributed to the result.
• Income tax expense1 increased $6m to $40m, and an effective tax rate of 20.6% reflects the impact of

stronger earnings from joint ventures, which are post tax, and the utilisation of capital losses in Australia.
Excluding the utilisation of capital losses, Boral’s effective tax rate is 23.7%.
• Significant items: A net gain of $5m of significant items primarily relates to an $8m profit on sale of the

Midland Brick business, partly offset by Transformation project costs of $3m.
• Operating cash flow of $391m was strong relative to pcp increasing 65%, reflecting net working

capital improvement of $153m on the prior period as Boral reduced inventory and debtor levels.
• Capital expenditure of $148m (including leases) was down from $275m in the pcp and included

investments in the new Port of Geelong clinker import terminal in Vic, the Tarong Fly Ash facility in Qld,
and the Kirkland natural pozzolan resource project in North America.
• No interim dividend was declared as net debt is higher than Boral’s target of $1.5b. Following receipt of

proceeds from the sale of USG Boral and Meridian Brick, net debt will fall below $1.5b, creating a surplus.
Subject to prevailing conditions and other reinvestment opportunities, surplus capital will be available for
distribution to shareholders.
• Including lease liabilities, net debt at 31 Dec 2020 was $1,939m, down from $2,580m at 30 June 2020.
• Gearing (net debt/(net debt + equity)) was 30%, down from 36% at 30 June 2020 due to higher operating

cash flows, disciplined capital investment, a favourable exchange rate translation and proceeds from the
disposal of Midland Brick.
• Boral is well within its funding covenants. Boral’s principal debt gearing covenant (gross debt/ (gross debt +

equity)) was 34%, down from 41% at 30 June 2020 and well within the threshold of <60%. No refinancing
is required until May 2022 (being the undrawn committed bank facilities of around A$350m).
• Net debt / EBITDA (based on EBITDA for last 12 months from continuing operations) of 2.5 times reflects

debt reduction during the half year.
• Significant liquidity and undrawn committed facilities of $1.87b, including $558m of cash.
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Zero Harm – safety and environment
Boral’s safety performance has broadly plateaued. Boral’s recordable injury frequency rate (RIFR)4 of 7.7 was
in line with FY19 and FY20. Lost time injury frequency rate (LTIFR)4 of 1.7 is also in line with last year’s 1.6.
With Boral’s safety results plateauing, we have new programs in place to help deliver another step change in
safety performance.
As at 31 January 2021, we have a total of 84 active cases of COVID-19 among Boral’s employees mainly in
North America in geographies where community transmission is high and 11 in the USG Boral joint venture. A
further 755 people have recovered and returned to work. Sadly, five employees in North America and one
employee in USG Boral who suffered COVID-19 related complications have passed away.
Boral’s Zero Harm Council includes the CEO, Boral’s most senior executives and senior HSE professionals.
The purpose of the Council is to provide oversight, leadership and support to deliver the HSE strategy. Efforts
to minimise the risk of spreading COVID-19 in order to keep our people, customers and communities safe and
healthy, remains a key priority. Other current key priorities of the Zero Harm Council are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

prioritising efforts to reduce serious harm incidents
heavy vehicle safety
mental health & wellbeing
climate and energy including completing work in FY21 to set science-based emission reduction targets
product stewardship
contractor management
environmental performance, and
water usage.

Market conditions
In Australia, major projects activity
has slowed ahead of demand from
new projects coming through.
Stimulus measures are helping
underlying infrastructure
and detached housing activity,
while multi-residential and
non-residential work declined.
US housing and R&R
activity strengthened.

Boral 1H FY21 external revenue5 by market, %

Priorities
4

5

Aus. RHS&B & other engineering

2
23

9
3

9
17
9
7

7

5

Aus. non-residential
Aus. detached housing
Aus. multi-residential
Aus. A&A
Asia & Middle East
USA single-family
USA multi-family
USA repair & remodel
USA non-residential
USA infrastructure
Other

AUSTRALIA
Boral Australia’s largest exposure is to roads, highways, subdivisions & bridges (RHS&B)6. The RHS&B
segment includes new construction (~75% of activity) and maintenance work (~25%) with major infrastructure
projects a part of new construction activity.
In 1H FY21, RHS&B value of work done (VWD) increased nationally and in all states. However, the extent of
the increase is still being reviewed by Macromonitor, so a reliable estimate is not currently available. While the
VWD of major projects in RHS&B increased in the period, the materials intensity of projects reduced. We
estimate that in the pcp construction materials demand represented in excess of 5% of the VWD whereas in
1H FY21, construction materials represented less than 3%.
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Market conditions (cont.)

USA

Construction materials demand is expected to
increase, through FY22, when major projects (such as
WestConnex Stage 3 and West Gate Tunnel) move
into more materials intensive phases of construction,
and delayed projects move to execution.

In 1H FY21, US housing starts10 increased ~11%,
to an annualised rate of around 1.5 million,
underpinned by strong growth in single-family
starts, which increased ~22%. Multi-family starts
declined ~12%.

Other engineering activity6 in Australia increased
~9% with higher levels of activity across all states
except Vic.

Activity in the US repair & remodel (R&R)11 sector
increased ~18% as quarantine orders encouraged
home improvements.

Non-residential activity7 declined ~9%.

While housing activity and R&R strengthened in 1H
FY21, the industry was constrained as a result of a
tight labour market and high levels of COVID related
absenteeism.

In 1H FY21, Australian housing starts8 were flat at
an estimated 173,700 annualised starts, with a
decline of ~10% in NSW, ~1% in Qld and ~3% in SA.
Starts increased ~10% in Vic and ~12% in WA.
Steady housing starts reflect a ~14% decline in
multi-residential starts, including a ~26% decline in
NSW, and a ~10% increase in detached housing.
Alterations & additions (A&A) activity9 increased by
an estimated ~3%.
Selection of Australian project work and potential
pipeline (as at December 2020)
Estimated
completion
Norfolk Island Airport
Melbourne Metro Rail Project (Precast), Vic
RAAF – East Sale, Vic
Karratha Tom Price Road, WA
Queens Wharf – resort development, Qld
Mordialloc Bypass, Vic
Pacific Motorway, Varsity Lakes to Tugun, Qld
Snowy Hydro 2.0, NSW (precast)
Sydney Metro (Martin Place Station), NSW
West Gate Tunnel, Vic
WestConnex 3B (above ground), NSW
Road Asset Management Contracts, Qld
Bruce Highway upgrade (various), SE Qld
Gold Coast Light Rail, 3A, Qld
Golden Plains Wind Farm, Vic
Kidston Hydro Project, Qld
Inland Rail Project, Qld, NSW, Vic
M6 – Kogarah, NSW
Monash Freeway Upgrade – Stage 2, Vic
North East Link, Melbourne, Vic
Pacific Motorway M1 (various), SE Qld
Snowy Hydro 2.0, NSW
Sydney Gateway Project, NSW
Tonkin Highway extension, WA
Western Sydney Airport, NSW
Bunbury Outer Ring Road, WA
Coffs Harbour Bypass, NSW
New M12 Motorway, NSW
Sydney Metro, West extension, NSW
Warringah Freeway Upgrade, NSW

The Zelman & Associates’ Building Products Survey
Report (January 2021), which is based on input from
building products manufacturers and distributors with
over US$100b of combined annual revenue,
highlighted that “building products lead times
remain a challenge”. They report that in December
2020, “absenteeism worsened again given rising
COVID cases driving even further extended lead
times”. Of those surveyed, 75% reported that their
lead times are above normal.
The US infrastructure12 and non-residential13
construction markets were lower by an estimated
~3% and ~23% respectively.

1H FY21

FY22

FY24

Tendering

Pretendering
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Divisional reviews
A summary of divisional results is provided in the table with detailed commentary in the following pages.
Sales revenue

A$m
Figures may not add due to rounding

EBITDA1

EBIT1

1H FY21 1H FY20 1H FY21 1H FY20 1H FY21 1H FY20

Boral Australia

1,605

1,752

250

287

128

160

Boral North America

1,098

1,208

209

199

100

88

-

-

(13)

(13)

(14)

(14)

2,703

2,960

446

473

215

234

13

29

40

20

39

18

2,716

2,989

486

493

254

252

Corporate
TOTAL (continuing operations basis)
Discontinued (Midland Brick, Boral’s 50%
share of post-tax earnings in USG Boral, and
Meridian Brick)
TOTAL reported (total operations basis)

Discontinued operations
On 27 October 2020, Boral announced it had agreed to sell its 50% share in USG Boral to Knauf for
US$1.015b. The transaction is expected to close in FY21.
On 18 December 2020, Boral together with joint venture partner Lone Star, announced an agreement to
sell the Meridian Brick joint venture to Weinerberger for US$250m (US$125m for Boral’s 50% share).
The parties are targeting completing in FY21.
Boral’s share of 1H FY21 earnings from these joint ventures is reported under discontinued operations.
For 1H FY21:
•

USG Boral contributed $28m of EBIT1, compared with $23m in the pcp.

•

Meridian Brick contributed $13m (US$9m) of EBIT, compared with a $3m (US$2m) loss in
the pcp.
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Boral Australia
Boral Australia’s early progress
delivering
Transformation
18
improvements has partially
offset lower volumes and
softer price outcomes due to
a decline in multi-residential
and non-residential demand
and a contraction in
major projects.

1H FY21 underlying revenue declined 8%,
reflecting:
• lower volumes (including 8% lower
Concrete volumes) due to completion or
near completion of major projects
particularly in NSW and Qld, and a
significant decline in multi-residential
activity, particularly in NSW; and
• the flow through of lower selling prices on
a like for like basis that occurred in 2H
FY20. Selling prices stabilised in 1H FY21
and ASP for Quarries benefited from a
more favourable product mix.
Revenue declined in Asphalt and Concrete &
Placing but steady external revenue
contributions were delivered from Cement
and Quarries, while Building Products
delivered an increased contribution.

1H FY21 external revenue, %

Priorities
2

RHS&B
Other engineering
Non-residential
Detached housing
Multi-residential
A&A
Other

13
39

9
14
17

A$m

6

1H FY21

1H FY20

Var %

Revenue

1,605

1,752

8

EBITDA1

250

287

13

15.6%

16.3%

128

160

8.0%

9.1%

Property

17

29

40

EBIT1 excl. Property

111

131

15

6.9%

7.5%

ROFE1,3

10.5%

12.4%

Average funds employed

2,443

2,585

81

156

EBITDA1

ROS

EBIT1
1

EBIT ROS

EBIT1 ROS

Capital

excl. Property

expenditure14

20

1H FY21 EBIT1 of $128m declined 20% reflecting:
• A substantial decline in NSW concrete volumes, as well as NSW and Qld Quarries and Asphalt volumes due to
a significantly lower contribution from major projects, especially in the December quarter.
• Reduced Property earnings contribution of $17m primarily from the sale of the Alexandria Concrite land
(versus Property earnings of $29m in the pcp).
• Transformation cost savings of $32m net of inflation from targeted initiatives and improvement programs.
1H FY21 EBIT margins were softer as Transformation improvement programs only partially offset the
impacts of lower multi-residential and major project activity, particularly in NSW where Boral has strong
vertical integration and associated margins.
Major projects contributed ~7% of Boral Australia revenue compared with ~10% in the pcp. This reflects the
completion of NorthConnex and Sydney Metro projects in NSW, and the Logan Enhancement, Emerald Airport
and the Mudgeeraba to Varsity Lakes upgrade in Qld in FY20; plus the completion of Pacific Highway and
Northern Road projects in NSW, the Sunshine Coast Airport in Qld, Melbourne Metro Rail Project (precast) in
Vic and the Norfolk Island Project in the September quarter of FY21.
Work continues at Queens Wharf in Qld; Metro Rail, Cadia Mine and WestConnex in NSW, and West Gate
Tunnel in Vic (although progress of this project remains slow). Boral continues to bid for infrastructure work,
however, projects remain slow to move to execution phase, especially in Qld.
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1H FY21
A$m

External revenue

Concrete & Placing

737

9%



Asphalt

339

12%



Quarries

221

steady



Cement

163

steady

Building Products

126

10%

EBIT

steady


Var %

1H FY21 vs 1H FY20
Average
LFL
Volume15
selling
price16
16
price

Concrete

(8)

(4)

(3)

Quarries

(3)

steady

(3)

Aggregates

(1)

(4)

(3)

(4)17

(2)18

(1)

Cement

Concrete reported lower revenue and earnings due to weaker residential activity in NSW and Vic and
underlying price declines. Concrete volumes were down 8% and prices down 4%. The completion of projects
such as NorthConnex and Sydney Metro Rail in NSW contributed to the volume decline.
In Concrete Placing, revenue and earnings were lower due to the completion of projects in the pcp, including
the Crown Sydney Project at Barangaroo. Work at Wynyard Place and Parramatta Square continued during the
half. Major pours at the Waterloo Metro Station and the Sydney Football Stadium commenced and continue to
ramp up.
Quarries revenue was steady and earnings improved due to cost savings and better operational performance
at the Peppertree Quarry without the costs associated with the unplanned disruption in the pcp. Total volumes
declined 3% reflecting lower internal pull through from lower Concrete volumes. While like-for-like prices were
3% softer, ASP was steady due to a shift towards higher priced quarry products.
Cement external revenue was steady reflecting increased major project volumes in Vic and an improving DIY
(packaged products market) which offset a 2% decline in ASP. Earnings were steady with benefits from
targeted cost savings, lower energy costs and the absence of higher costs associated with the unscheduled
downtime at the Berrima Kiln in the pcp offsetting a 4% decline in total volumes.
Asphalt reported lower revenue and earnings due to softer activity in NSW and Qld in line with the completion
of major project work. Other projects that contributed to revenue and earnings included the West Gate Tunnel
project in Vic and Norfolk Island Airport.
Building Products (Timber & Roofing) reported higher revenue and earnings due to the strong performance
from Timber.
Timber revenue and earnings were higher due to substantially higher volumes and positive price outcomes in
Hardwood timber, reflecting strong conditions in the alterations segment.
Roofing and Masonry revenue and earnings were lower, in part due to weaker prices and lower volumes
reflecting challenging market conditions.
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Boral North America

1H FY21 external revenue, %

As demand strengthened
and production ramped up,
Building Products delivered
margin recovery in 2Q,
offsetting a softer 1Q and
lower Fly Ash earnings.

Priorities
10 1

Single family
Multi-family

13
44

Repair & Remodel
Infrastructure
Non-residential

24

Other
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Demand growth in North America in 1H FY21
exceeded expectations. However, low inventory
levels going into FY21 coupled with COVIDrelated industry-wide labour shortages and
absenteeism initially constrained production,
resulting in customer lead times extending.
Through targeted recruitment and retention
strategies, plant efficiency improvements and
maintaining full production into the seasonally
slower winter period, volumes have been
increased. Growth in lead times slowed and, in
some businesses, improved in the December
quarter relative to the September quarter.
1H FY21 USD revenue declined 3%, with
Building Products revenue steady but lower
Fly Ash revenue.
Steady revenue in Building Products reflected a
softer September quarter but a stronger
December quarter relative to pcp, particularly in
Light Building Products. Price gains were
achieved and volume growth was seen towards
the end of the half year.

Continuing operations
A$m19

1H FY21

1H FY20

Var %

Revenue

1,098

1,208

9

EBITDA1

209

199

5

EBIT1

100

88

 14

Revenue

801

825

3

EBITDA1

153

136

 12

19.0%

16.5%

73

60

9.1%

7.3%

6.5%

3.9%

2,253

3,076

48

81

US$m

EBITDA1 ROS
EBIT

1
1

EBIT ROS
ROFE1,3
Average funds
employed
Capital expenditure14

 22

Revenue in Fly Ash was lower as solid price gains (up 9%) did not offset the impact of lower available fly ash
throughout the period (volumes down 9%) and lower site services revenue due to site services projects
completing in FY20. Fly Ash availability was impacted by lower electricity consumption, hurricane impacts in
the south, as well as volumes rolling off ahead of new contracted volumes being available.
1H FY21 EBIT1 of US$73m from continuing operations was up by 22%. Excluding a ~US$5m profit on sale
of assets associated with a property sale in the Stone business, and prior year US$10m one-off costs (Windows
legal costs and provision adjustment associated with a discontinued BCI product), underlying EBIT was broadly
steady on 3% lower revenue. Solid EBIT improvements from Building Products were delivered in the December
quarter, offsetting a softer September quarter and lower EBIT from Fly Ash in 1H FY21.
1H FY21 EBIT margins were slightly lower in Fly Ash, broadly steady in Roofing but considerably stronger in
Stone and Light Building Products relative to pcp.
Boral’s equity accounted share of EBIT from Meridian Brick contributed US$9m (vs a US$2m loss in pcp),
and is reported under discontinued operations. Including discontinued operations, EBIT from total operations
for Boral North America was US$82m, up 42% on pcp.
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1H FY21

US$m

External revenue

EBIT

Fly Ash

267

8%



Roofing

174

steady



Stone

128

2%



Light Building Products

151

6%



Windows

81

13%



Var %

1H FY21 vs 1H FY20
Average
Volume
selling
LFL price
price20

Fly Ash

9%

9%



Roofing

steady

steady



Stone

4%

2%



Windows

13%

1%



Fly Ash revenue was down 8% on pcp reflecting
lower site services revenue and a 9% volume decline
partially offset by a 9% price gain. Earnings were
lower and EBIT margin slightly lower at ~15%.
Fly Ash volumes were lower on pcp due to lower
power demand, including COVID-related effects and
hurricane-related disruptions in the south. Around
230k tons of fly ash volumes in 1H FY21 came from
new contracts and newly available ash (Cumberland
and Mill Creek) and through network efficiencies,
offsetting ~150k tons of lost volumes due to the
closure of the Navajo utility in the prior year and
~100k tons due to the Wyoming contract lost in Oct2020 which will have a greater impact in 2H FY21.
See p.11 for more details.
Roofing revenue for 1H FY21 was broadly steady on
pcp and EBIT was higher reflecting a substantially
lower September quarter relative to pcp followed by a
much stronger December quarter as production
ramped up to meet growing demand.

Roofing volumes were steady in the half but up ~4%
in the December quarter on pcp. While price increases in metal, composites and clay roofing of ~3-5% were
delivered, average prices in concrete roofing were steady as underlying price gains were offset by a less
favourable mix shift. Overall, Roofing ASP was broadly steady.
While production efficiency improvements have been hampered by COVID disruptions, improvement programs
are delivering benefits and new operational management plans delivered early gains in the December quarter.
Stone revenue increased 2% driven by a strong December quarter relative to pcp. A substantial EBIT increase
was delivered with increases on pcp in both September and December quarters, assisted by ~US$5m profit on
property sale. Excluding the property sale, a significant increase in EBIT from Stone was still delivered.
Stone volumes increased 4% reflecting a strong lift in the December quarter after a decline in the September
quarter. Like for like price increased, however ASP was 2% lower reflecting a purposeful shift toward higher
demand and more profitable products, primarily mid-tier and value products.
Manufacturing volume ramp-up and overhead leverage helped to strengthen profitability. Targeted sales and
marketing strategies from the new commercial initiatives continue to deliver benefits with strong sales in single
family and R&R segments during the period. Share recovery is expected to continue as market conditions
support an accelerated implementation of portfolio initiatives and production continues to ramp up to reduce
lead times.
Light Building Products revenue increased 6% underpinned by strong revenue growth in the December
quarter relative to pcp. The business benefited from strong growth in the R&R market and increased housing
activity. Volumes strengthened across most products and good pricing outcomes were achieved.
Strong EBIT growth for the half year was delivered versus pcp, particularly in the December quarter, in part
reflecting the turnaround in results from TruExterior, which in the pcp was negatively impacted by a provision
adjustment for a discontinued product. While higher raw material and labour costs impacted, the business
benefited from production efficiency improvements and lower SG&A costs.
Windows revenue and earnings were lower reflecting a 13% volume decline, with underlying improvement
programs complicated by labour shortages and supply disruptions associated with COVID-19. Customer lead
times increased, and price outcomes were broadly steady on pcp, although 2H FY21 significant price increases
have been announced to recover higher input costs. New plant managers are now in place at Krestmark,
Legacy and Magnolia operations, and customer service and profitability improvement initiatives are targeted for
2H FY21, including Lean projects that are underway to increase production and reduce lead times.
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Key priorities
Resetting Boral’s portfolio and operating model
Solid progress has been made to reset Boral’s portfolio of businesses, deliver better financial results and build
a stronger performing business for our shareholders, our customers and our people.
In 1H FY21, new CEO and CFO transitions were completed and Board renewal steps taken. The following
actions were also taken in 1H FY21:
✓

A comprehensive portfolio review looking at Boral’s positions, strengths and the sectors in which we
operate; future earnings and growth potential for each business; and what is needed to drive a sustainable
competitive advantage and deliver improved performance in the short, medium and longer-term

✓

Announced divestment of 50% interest in USG Boral for US$1.015b, expected to close in FY21

✓

Announced sale of Meridian Brick for US$250m (US$125m Boral share), targeting to close in FY21

✓

Developing adjacent growth strategies in Australia, including recycling, waste, supplementary
cementitious materials and lower carbon products / technology

✓

Engagement of advisors to support value assessment associated with third-party interest in Boral North
America Building Products

✓

Conducted a detailed study of the US fly ash market including future demand and supply opportunities

✓

Developing Property portfolio strategy while continuing to assess further opportunities

✓

Commenced a program to strengthen Boral’s operating rhythm and structure including in Australia
centralised finance (including procurement, strategy and property), HR, HSE and Operations Excellence
functions to reduce duplication, strengthen standardisation and enhance capability

✓

Created new senior roles to bolster sales & marketing and major projects (recruitment underway).

Our objective is to position Boral to achieve ROFE > WACC irrespective of the economic cycle. To help
achieve this, we have set a $300m EBIT Transformation target, underpinned by a new Financial
Framework to inform capital allocation and capital management decision making.
To guide delivery we have a Transformation Program Office to track and monitor improvement initiatives to
deliver the $300m EBIT Transformation target; these initiatives will strengthen Boral Australia and unlock
potential in Boral North America, and include operational, marketing, procurement, and innovation initiatives.

Boral North America Building Products
The portfolio review confirmed that the North America Building Products business has strong brands and good
market positions, with a lot of potential to improve returns on investments in the business. We have a range of
initiatives underway to improve our businesses, which we believe positions us well to benefit as the US markets
continue to recover.
The attractiveness of Boral’s portfolio of Building Products businesses is widely recognised and has resulted in
third-parties directly or indirectly approaching Boral about a possible purchase of the North America Building
Products business. In October 2020, we announced that we would explore third-party interest to assess if there
are opportunities to create additional value beyond the business improvement initiatives. Advisors have been
appointed to support this assessment.
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Boral North America Fly Ash review
As a follow on from the portfolio review, we conducted a more detailed and focused study of the US fly ash
market, which is now largely complete.
The report has confirmed:
•

Demand for fly ash is strong and demand is expected to continue to grow, due in part to technical and
environmental attributes.

•

Supply of fresh fly ash is reducing as the US power market is shifting away from coal. Coal-fired power
generation has reduced ~55% since 2000 and will continue to decline over the decades ahead.

•

The amount of fly ash sold as a proportion of fly ash produced has grown from an average of ~25%
between 2005-2010 to ~38% in 2020, and further growth is expected as a result of beneficiation, storage,
network optimisation and grinding & blending, partly mitigating the decline in coal-fired power generation.

•

Fly ash prices are expected to continue to grow and outperform cement, helping to mitigate volume
declines in transition years and higher costs.

•

Harvested fly ash and imports are viable alternatives. Natural pozzolans are also viable but at lower,
regionally focused volumes.

•

As the industry transitions from fresh fly ash to alternative sources of supply over the next two decades,
Boral has well placed contracts in the most attractive geographies and an attractive relative position
with 61% of the fly ash contracts with utilities that operate in the lowest third of the utility cost curve21.

Our strategy is to strengthen the Fly Ash business for the long term. We are focusing on contracts that deliver
appropriate margins as supply reduces and demand strengthens. Concurrently we are maturing specific plans
to develop and grow targeted alternative sources of fly ash supply, particularly imports and harvesting ash from
landfills and disposal ponds where there is an estimated 2 billion tons of commercially viable fly ash. Of that
estimated 2 billion tons, around 220 million tons are within Boral’s key regions.
In addition to small import volumes from Mexico, we are trialling imports from other regions with surplus supply
of quality ash.
We have also secured new contracts and invested capital to bring new sources of fly ash and natural
pozzolans to market, including:
•

~1.2m tpa from four new fly ash contracts reported in FY20 and starting to come on line this year.
Volumes from these contracts will be progressively available from FY21 and ramp up over
approximately two years, as planned milestones and associated site upgrades are completed.

•

our US$35m capital works project in Arizona to bring the Kirkland natural pozzolan source to market,
which is on track for completion around June 2021 with annual production expected to ramp up to
~500k tpa over a two-year period.

These new volumes will more than offset lost volumes associated with the 400k tpa Wyoming contract, which
was lost from October 2020, and the final 150k tpa flow through of the Navajo utility closure, which impacted in
1H FY21. However, there will be a phasing impact as lost volumes roll off ahead of new volumes being available.
These expected movements in available fly ash over the next two to three years are summarised in the chart
below. Movements associated with utility outages or changes in energy demand are not captured.

Movements in contracted fly ash volumes, million tons per annum
Excludes volume movements associated with temporary utility outages and periods
of lower energy demand and recovery of these volumes.
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A financial framework aligned with investors
Boral’s financial framework is intended to guide the Group’s decision making and ensure alignment with the
interests of our investors.
We are targeting Total Shareholder Returns in the top quartile of the ASX100, and to achieve this we seek to
achieve EPS growth in the top quartile of the ASX100. To achieve this we have three core pillars:
1. Maintaining an optimal capital structure. Having the right amount of debt for our business. The optimal
net debt range of 2−2.5 times EBITDA is where Boral’s cost of capital is at its lowest.
2. Ensuring return on funds employed (ROFE) is greater than our weighted average cost of capital
(WACC). Targeting ROFE greater than 10% ensures ROFE exceeds WACC throughout the cycle.
3. Being disciplined about how we allocate our capital. Maintain an optimal capital structure and
achieving ROFE > WACC will generate surplus capital. How we allocate that capital will drive our
success. This means we will:
•

reinvest in the business to ensure we maintain a sustainable competitive advantage

•

seek to divest assets where we do not have a sustainable competitive advantage and do not see a
realistic prospect of building one, and

•

return surplus capital to our shareholders in the most efficient form.

Optimal capital structure
Our optimal capital structure is defined by the point where our cost of capital is at its lowest. For Boral, this is
defined as 2–2.5 times net debt / EBITDA where ROFE = WACC. We will target the bottom of this range to
ensure we retain flexibility. Boral’s optimal net debt range is $2.0−2.5b (including leases) where ROFE equals
WACC. These metrics for Boral are consistent with an investment grade credit rating from rating agencies.
Boral is not currently meeting its target return metrics as ROFE is lower than WACC. With EBITDA from
continuing operations for the past 12 months of around $750m, it is prudent to target net debt of $1.5b to
reflect current earnings.
As at 31 December 2020, Boral’s net debt was $1.94b, which is above the target. Boral will continue to
prioritise reducing leverage until net debt is $1.5b.
Boral maintains strong liquidity of $1.87b including $558m of cash.
Proceeds from the sale of USG Boral and Meridian Brick together with expected positive free cashflow derived
in the second half will first be applied to reducing net debt to $1.5b, with the remaining portion being a surplus
available to reinvest or return to shareholders.
With diverse sources of long-term funding – including undrawn bank facilities of nearly US$1b – and a weighted
average debt maturity of 4.2 years, Boral’s debt maturity profile does not present a refinancing risk.
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Gross gearing of 34% is significantly lower than Boral’s 60% primary debt covenant limit. Minimum Tangible
Net Worth is $2.5b, well above the minimum $1.75b required by our secondary covenant.
The group maintains an investment grade credit rating with both Moody’s and S&P.
Our priorities now are to restructure our debt book to optimise liquidity (reducing carrying costs) and reduce
gross debt while minimising early termination (or make whole) costs.
ROFE > WACC
We are targeting to achieve ROFE greater than WACC at all times throughout the cycle.
Starting with FY20 ROFE of ~5%, a further $300m of earnings would have been required to achieve a ROFE of
10% for continuing operations. This would place Boral well to achieve 10% ROFE at the bottom of the cycle
and higher returns in stronger market conditions.
We have set a $300m Transformation target (net of inflation), with the following pathways available to
deliver the Transformation benefits:
•
•
•
•

permanent cost reductions
generation of new earnings streams
optimising use of existing funds employed, and
divesting assets.

We are also assessing strategies to structurally lower the Group’s cost of capital. A range of opportunities have
already been identified to achieve the Transformation target.

Disciplined allocation of capital
In 1H FY21, Boral’s capex totalled $148m (including leases), compared with $275m in 1H FY20, including:
• the new clinker grinding and storage facility at the Port of Geelong, Vic
• the new Fly Ash classifier as part of the operations at the Tarong Power Station, Qld
• the Kirkland natural pozzolan grinding facility in Arizona, USA.
We expect to invest approximately $350m in FY21 (including leases).
Maintaining a strong balance sheet is Boral’s key priority. A strong balance ensures that Boral is well placed to
withstand headwinds and take advantage of opportunities.
With net debt currently above $1.5b, no dividend has been declared for the half year.
Following receipt of USG Boral and Meridian Brick proceeds, net debt is expected to fall below $1.5b, creating
a surplus. Subject to other reinvestment opportunities, surplus capital will be available for distribution to
shareholders. The form of any return will take into account the availability of franking credits, the share price
and in the best interest of shareholders as a whole.
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Delivering against a $300m Transformation target
In 1H FY21, we delivered $32m of Transformation benefits net of inflation against our targeted $300m of EBIT
Transformation benefits. By the end of 1H FY21, Transformation initiatives were delivering an annualised run
rate benefit of $149m before inflation, and assuming 2H FY21 inflation at a similar level to 1H FY21, an
annualised run rate after inflation of ~$83m against the $300m target.
In 2H FY21, we will see progressive benefits from the initiatives already delivered, and we have clear plans in
place for additional initiatives to be rolled out. These initiatives are predominantly cost reduction programs
focused on supply chain, procurement and Lean-driven operational efficiencies.
Beyond FY21, we have a broad and extensive list of opportunities. We are currently verifying, prioritising and
setting internal targets for each initiative.

BORAL AUSTRALIA
Initiatives that contributed to Boral Australia’s 1H FY21 $32m of delivered Transformation benefits included:
•

Targeted labour and human capital initiatives including focused contractor and recruitment programs
delivered savings in 1H FY21 with further cost reductions expected in 2H FY21 and FY22

•

Centralisation of finance, HR, operations excellence, HS&E and other functions to reduce duplication
and overheads and streamline activities. The Property group, Procurement and Strategy functions were
part of the Finance function centralisation

•

Additional procurement initiatives delivered benefits in 1H FY21, with more to come in 2H FY21

•

National Quarry performance improvement program to lift Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE)

•

Focused sales and marketing initiatives including strengthening capability and resources, updates to
Boral’s online concrete ordering app, Boral Connects, and strengthening marketing and sales activities
for recycled products and lower carbon products / technologies

•

Plant network review including mothballing or permanent closure of 17 under-utilised sites / plants

•

Supply chain initiatives delivering improving productivity of tippers, tankers and concrete agitators

•

Strengthening alignment of innovation initiatives / R&D with customer needs.

BORAL NORTH AMERICA
For Boral North America, a broad suite of programs are being rolled out to deliver targeted Transformation
benefits. Transformation cost savings of US$7m were delivered in 1H FY21 offsetting US$7m of inflation.
Transformation initiatives are continuing to develop, including the following:
•

An expanded procurement program leveraging the scale of Boral’s position in North America

•

Recruitment strategies to attract and retain staff and reduce turnover, especially in Building Products

•

Lean driven operational improvements in Light Building Products, Stone, Roofing and Windows to
strengthen production efficiencies and reduce costs

•

Distribution channel expansion in Light Building Products

•

New component products and an expanded offering for customers in Roofing, including a continuously
improving sales growth strategy in stone-coated metal roofing

•

Large format mould conversions in Stone to reduce manufacturing costs

•

Improved go-to-market strategies in Stone to fully address post-integration channel and brand
opportunities and challenges.
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FY2021 outlook
We have seen strengthening housing demand in North America, with production ramping up in the December
quarter, offset by softer market demand in Australia in 1H FY21.
While there is continued uncertainty in Australia, we expect the strong housing demand in North America to
continue.
With Transformation initiatives delivering $65m of gross benefits in 1H FY21, we expect that to flow through to
~$140m of full year benefits in FY21. Together with new initiatives in 2H FY21, we expect full year FY21
Transformation benefits to be around $170-190m before inflation.
From a divisional perspective, in Boral Australia:
• Underlying market conditions are uncertain for the remainder of FY21 with continued weakness in multi-

residential and non-residential activity.
• Housing approvals in December were strong, however, it is unclear whether the increase in approvals is

sustainable or if it is a stimulus-driven pull forward of demand that would otherwise come through later in
2021.
• FY21 is expected to be a transitional period for major projects as current projects have relatively low

concrete and asphalt intensity and new projects are slow to move into the execution phase. The major
project pipeline is looking more positive from FY22.
• At this stage, we do not expect EBIT margins (excluding Property) in 2H FY21 to grow relative to 1H FY21.

Overall, the benefits from Transformation initiatives (net of inflation) are expected to offset the impacts of
adverse market conditions in 2H relative to 1H.
• FY21 Property earnings are expected to be below our long-term average of ~$35m EBIT.

In Boral North America:
• COVID-related disruptions are expected to be considerably less compared with 2H FY20 when Building

Products businesses were impacted by mandated closures.
• The Building Products order book at the end of December looks good and production volumes are

expected to increase to better meet strong market demand, resulting in reduced lead times.
• Price increases announced late in 1H FY21 are expected to deliver benefits in 2H FY21.
• In 2H FY21, Fly Ash is expected to be impacted by:

－ continued COVID-related utility slowdowns and intermittent shuts
－ typical 2H seasonality impacts that result in lower earnings and margins relative to 1H, exacerbated by
the loss of the high margin Wyoming contract lost in October 2020
－ lower site services revenue on pcp.
• In FY21, Fly Ash volumes are expected to be lower than FY20 ahead of new contracted volumes being

available from FY22.
Additional financial considerations for FY21
• Contribution from discontinued operations is expected to be significantly lower in 2H FY21 relative to

1H FY21 due to lower underlying earnings in USG Boral and Meridian Brick. We continue to expect that
the divestments will close in FY21.
• Boral’s effective tax rate is expected to be in the range of 21–22% (excluding the impact of significant items).
• Boral’s total financing costs are expected to be ~4.5%-4.7% pa on gross debt value (including leases).
• Boral’s corporate costs in 2H FY21 are expected to be broadly in line with 1H FY21 at around $14m.
• Capital expenditure for FY21 is expected to be around $350m, including leases.
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Results at a glance
A$m unless stated

1H FY21

1H FY20

Var %

2,716

2,989

(9)

486

493

(1)

254

252

1

(58)

(61)

5

196

191

3

(40)

(34)

(18)

156

156

-

6

(20)

Statutory net profit after tax

161

137

18

Net profit after tax before acquired amortisation

176

179

(2)

Cash flow from operating activities

391

237

Gross assets

8,090

9,766

Average funds employed

6,648

8,257

Liabilities

3,624

3,969

Net debt

1,939

2,714

Stay-in-business capital expenditure

67

114

Growth capital expenditure

56

75

Depreciation and amortisation (D&A)

232

241

Boral employees

11,032

11,621

Total employees including in joint ventures

15,899

16,796

Revenue per Boral employee, $ million

0.246

0.257

Net tangible asset backing, $ per share

2.04

2.09

17.9

16.5

9.4

8.4

7.7

6.1

11.2

6.6

Net debt/equity, %

43

47

Net debt/net debt + equity, %

30

32

4.4

4.1

12.7

13.3

13.2

11.6

0

9.5

Lost time injury frequency rate

1.7

1.8

Recordable injury frequency rate

7.7

7.2

Revenue
EBITDA
EBIT

1,2

1,2

Net interest
Profit before

tax1

Tax1
Net profit after tax

1

Net significant items

EBITDA margin on
EBIT margin on

revenue1,

revenue1,

%

%

EBIT return on average funds employed1,3 %
Return on equity1, %
Gearing

Interest

cover1,

times

Underlying earnings per

share1,

¢

Statutory earnings per share, ¢
Dividend per share, ¢
Employee

safety22:

(per million hours worked)
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Non - IFRS information
Boral Limited’s statutory results are reported under International Financial Reporting Standards. A number of
non-IFRS measures are reported in order to provide a greater understanding of the underlying business
performance of the Group.
Significant items are detailed in Note 2 of the Half Year Financial Report and relate to amounts of income and
expense that are associated with significant business restructuring, business disposals, impairment or
individual transactions.
A reconciliation of these non-IFRS measures to reported statutory profit is detailed below:
Earnings before
significant items

$m
Sales revenue
Profit /(loss) before depreciation,
amortisation, interest & income tax

EBITDA

Depreciation & amortisation
Profit / (loss) before interest & tax

EBIT

Interest
Profit before tax

PBT

Tax benefit / (expense)
Net profit after tax

NPAT

Reported
Result23

2,716.1

-

2,716.1

486.2

(1.5)

484.7

(231.8)

-

(231.8)

254.4

(1.5)

252.9

(58.3)

-

(58.3)

196.1

(1.5)

194.6

(40.3)

7.1

(33.2)

155.8

5.6

161.4

Weighted average number of shares
Basic earnings per share (cents)

Significant
items

1,225,653,798
EPS24

12.7

13.2

The results announcement has not been subject to review or audit however it contains disclosures which are
extracted or derived from the Half Year Financial Report for the six months ended 31 December 2020.
The Half Year Financial Report for the six months ended 31 December 2020 is prepared in accordance with the
ASX listing rules and should be read in conjunction with any announcements to the market made by the Group
during the year.
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Non-IFRS information (cont.)
A reconciliation of non-IFRS measures for continuing and discontinued operations to reported
statutory profit is detailed below:
$m
Sales revenue
Profit before depreciation, amortisation,
interest & income tax

EBITDA

Depreciation & amortisation
Profit before interest & income tax

EBIT

Interest
Profit before tax

PBT

Tax benefit / (expense)
Net profit after tax

NPAT

Continuing
operations

Discontinued
operations

Total

2,703.3

12.8

2,716.1

442.5

42.2

484.7

(231.1)

(0.7)

(231.8)

211.4

41.5

252.9

(58.3)

-

(58.3)

153.1

41.5

194.6

(37.7)

4.5

(33.2)

115.4

46.0

161.4
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FOOTNOTES
1

Excluding significant items

2

See pages 17-18 for reconciliations and explanations of these items

3

ROFE is six-month EBIT before significant items on proportional funds employed (average funds employed divided by two)

4

Per million hours worked for employees and contractors in all businesses and all joint ventures regardless of equity interest

5

Includes Boral’s 50% share of underlying revenue from USG Boral and Meridian Brick joint ventures, which are not included
in Group reported revenue

6

ABS, average of BIS Oxford Economics (September 20 Outlook) and Macromonitor forecasts (November 20 Outlook)
forecasts

7

ABS. average of BIS Oxford Economics (September 20 Outlook) and Macromonitor (November 20 Outlook) forecasts

8

ABS original housing starts to September 2020 quarter. Average of Macromonitor (November 2020 Outlook), BIS Oxford
Economics (September 2020 Outlook) and HIA (November 2020 Outlook) forecasts

9

Average of Macromonitor (November 2020) and BIS Oxford Economics (September 2020 Outlook) forecasts

10

US Census seasonally adjusted annualised housing starts (January 2021). Based on data up to December 2020

11

Moody’s retail sales of building products, December 2020

12

Management estimate of ready mix demand utilising Dodge Data & Analytics, Infrastructure Ready, Mix December 2020

13

Management estimate of square feet area utilising Dodge Data & Analytics, Non-residential area December 2020

14

Includes lease additions

15

Includes internal and external sales

16

For external sales only

17

For external and internal sales including wholesale cement but excluding Sunstate JV

18

For external cement sales excluding wholesale cement and Sunstate JV volumes

19

An average AUD/USD exchange rate of 0.7295 for 1H FY21 and 0.6831 for 1H FY20

20

Fly Ash, Roofing and Stone price changes are based on ASP. Roofing price data is based on Concrete Tiles only

21

Utility cost curve developed by Wood Mackenzie

22

Includes employees and contractors in all businesses and all joint venture operations regardless of equity interest

23

Includes continuing and discontinued operations. Refer to page 18 for reconciliation between the reported result and
continuing and discontinued operations

24

Based on weighted average number of shares on issues of 1,225,653,798
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